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c,67,7*
THE PAPER COLUMN

by Peter Huntoon

$5 1934B NEW YORK INTERMEDIATE
SIZE PLATE NUMBER 212

$5 Series of 1934B FRN with intermediate face 212.

Half of $1 back plate 1821 was made with intermediate size plate numbers. Note
that they are smaller than 1822 shown here for comparison.

Comparison between micro, intermediate, and macro plate numbers.
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D URING the production of small size U.S. currency,
two dramatic examples of intermediate sized plate
numbers have appeared. These are $5 1934B New

York FRN face plate 212 and $1 1974 FRN back plate 1821.
This article will document the use of the 212 plate, and
speculate on the possibility that it was muled with famous
micro back 637.

Intermediate Varieties

The distinguishing characteristic for these varieties is that
the physical size of the plate numbers is intermediate between
the early micro and current macro plate numbers. These
varieties were actually due to a minor manufacturing mistake.
The operator incorrectly set the height on the machine used
to scribe the plate numbers on these plates. We know in the
recent case of 1821 that the error occurred only on the right
half of the 32-subject plate. The result is that the serious
variety collector can get both an intermediate and a normal
macro specimen from that particular plate!

Plate 212

The older $5 1934B New York variety is far more inter-
esting to me, principally because of its antiquity. Also, as will
be discussed below, it might be possible to find this unusual
face plate matched with the micro 637 back which produced
numerous extremely rare mules in the 1945 to 1949 period.
There exists the remote possibility that we may someday find
a 212-637 mule—a double variety of great topical interest.

I was able to find some data on the $5 1934B New York
plates, and plate 212 in particular, in old records at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing in Washington. The tables
which accompany this article summarize those findings. Plate
212 was a 12-subject plate, and all subjects have intermediate
numbers.

Table 2 shows that face 212 was used intermittently for a
little over one year. Its usage was typical for the heavily used
1934B New York face plates, and it was among the first
group sent to press on November 7, 1945. Notes from 212 are
scarce today, but not rare.

Possible 637 Mules

The plate numbers on 212 were supposed to be macro in
size (same as the numbers on current notes), consequently
those actually on the plate were too small for their vintage.

The standard reverse plates on the presses at the time 212
was in use were macros. All of the 212 notes I have seen are
coupled with macro backs. However, the records reveal that
back plate 637—an ancient micro plate—was simultaneously
being sent to press. Micro 637 was first used beginning June
23, 1945, and stayed in production periodically until about
June 1949. Its usage entirely overlaps the production from
212, and therefore the possibility exists that some of the 212
faces were matched with micro 637 backs. Such notes would
be mules—a variety defined as the mismatching of plate
number sizes between the faces and the backs.

Series of 1934B muled Federal Reserve $5s are rare and
they are known from only a few districts. Important is the
fact that they have been discovered from New York. There-
fore the possibility is good that some of the 212 face impres-

Table 1. Summary records for $5 1934B New York Federal Reserve
Plates.

Plate numbers assigned to $5 1934B New York production :

208 - 251

Plates in this group actually used to print notes:

209, 211 - 236

Period during which notes were printed:

Nov. 7, 1945 - Dec. 2, 1946

Date plates cancelled:

208 on Sep. 5, 1948
all others on Sep. 8, 1948

Total number of impressions printed:

14,099,580 notes#

Blocks printed:

BB, B*

# Data from O'Donnell from the individual plate press cards which
have now been destroyed.

Table 2. Record of use for $5 1934B New York Federal Reserve

plate 212.

Plate begun: Oct	 9, 1945

Plate finished: Nov	 7, 1945

Press runs: Nov	 7, 1945 - Jan 22, 1946
Feb 26, 1946 - Mar 6, 1946
Mar 13, 1946 - Mar 26, 1946
Apr 23, 1946 - May 10, 1946

Reentered :#	 May 13, 1946

Certified:	 Jun 6, 1946

Press runs:
	

Oct 25, 1946 - Oct 31, 1946
Nov 4, 1946 - Nov 14, 1946

Cancelled:	 Sep 8, 1948

# Reentered means that the design was repressed into the plate to
prolong its life by sharpening details.

sions were muted with 637 backs. This would be a great find
because it would combine both odd varieties on one note.

Possibilities such as this make for a good hunt. I hope that
you will examine your $5 1934B New York FRN's for the 212
variety. Maybe when you turn it over you will find 637 on the
back !

Incidentally, those of you who know your mules may
wonder if micro 629 backs on 212s are also possible. These
could not have been made because 629 went to press between
November 17, 1947, and February 2, 1948, long after 212 and
the other 1934B $5 plates were taken out of production.
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Other Intermediates

Other intermediate size plate numbers have been reported.
These include $1 SC 1934 face plate 7, and $10 SC 1934 faces
1 and 2. I have or have seen notes from these plates but the
variety—if it is real—does not stand out like the 212 and
1821 mentioned here. Frankly, I don't attach much signifi-
cance to these latter varieties.

Also $1 FRN 1819 back has slightly smaller than normal
size numbers, thus making it a sort-of-intermediate. The dif-
ference on 1819 is so slight I never bothered to collect one.

Blunder

In my Sep-Oct, 1983, article "The Fascinating $5
Mules" in PAPER MONEY, I mistakenly called the
late-finished $5 SC face plate 307 by the wrong number
304 throughout the subsection entitled "Silver
Certificate $5 KA Block." This mistake appears three
times in the paragraph that is split between pages 207
and 210. Sorry for any confusion that this may have
caused.

THE MYSTERIOUS SERIAL 100,000,000
SMALL NOTES

AVE you ever seen a small size $1 Silver Certificate
with serial 100,000,000? Albert A. Grinnell had five
of them—lots 5733 through 5737 in his famous

sales. (See Table 1.) These unusual serials had to have been
manufactured under very special conditions because the serial
numbering machines normally held only eight digits. Some
cynics concluded that they were produced as favors.

The mystery surrounding the 100 million serials has always
intrigued me. Fortunately I discovered some notations about
these very special notes in an old diary while doing some re-
search at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing during the
summer of 1983. What follows is a direct quote from a hand-
written notation in the diary.

In place of a substitute * note the one hundred million figure was
printed for the first time January 20, 1933—$1 Silver Certificate
Series 1928 A100,000,000B.

A subsequent note dated February 18, 1941, reads:

Decided that hereafter all packages of all denominations who in
their numerical order reach the number 100,000,000 (that owing
to the difficulty in printing this number) that number shall be
substituted by a number preceded or followed by a star as the
kind required. This order given by Mr. Duncan in the presence of
Mr. Kessler and Miss Harper and Mr. Lowd.

Mr. Duncan was the Chief of the Bureau at the time.
Obviously the Bureau had been making an attempt to print

the 100,000,000th number on small notes between 1933 and
1941. There is nothing new in this. They also had been doing
this on the large size notes, and even Treasury serial 1,000,000

was systematically printed when needed on large size National
Bank notes.

It is clear, however, that printing the hundred millionth
serial involved a mechanical difficulty. Judging from the
number of 99,999,999 notes around in all denominations and
classes, but the uniform lack of 100,000,000 notes outside of
the 1928 and 1934 series $1 Silver Certificates, it would
appear that the Bureau had successfully ducked printing these
annoying numbers on the higher denominations. I would sus-
pect that the Bureau also happened to "replace" most of the
100,000,000 $1 Silvers as well between 1933 and 1941.

I am reasonably sure that the 100,000,000 notes were not
produced for the $1 1935 series notes. As proof I use the fact
of the appearance of one pair in the Grinnell sales as lot
5738: $1 1935 G99999999A and H00000001A. Notice the ab-
sence of the G100000000A although this changeover was
printed May 11, 1937, four years before Mr. Duncan gave the
formal order to stop worrying about the hundred millionth
note.

All I wish is that I had a hundred millionth note to illus-
trate this article!

Table 1. The hundred million small notes in the Albert A. Grinnell
sales of 1944 - 1946.

Lot Description Realized

5735 $1 1928A C99999999B, C100000000B $ 71.50

5737 $1 1928B G99999999B, G100000000B 72.00

5733 $1 1934 A99999999A, A100000000A, B00000001A 145.00

5734 $1 1934 B99999999A, B100000000A, C00000001A 145.00

5736 $1 1934 F99999999A, F100000000A 72.00

Update on High Denomination Star Notes

My article in the Nov/Dec 1983 issue of PAPER MONEY
states that no star notes were printed for $5000 and $10000
Federal Reserve notes in the 1928 series. Rather, makeup re-
placements were made bearing the serial numbers of the
damaged notes to be replaced.

The same policy held for the high denomination Series of
1934 Federal Reserve notes, at least those made in the early
part of the series. The following is a quote from a diary in the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

May 15, 1941. Star notes used on all Den. of F R notes up to
$1000. Only $5000 and $10000 notes to be made up.
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